Attachment #4
to LPS114-09
Appendix 2 - Table B

Modifications to Proposed ROPA 38 Dated September 23, 2009
Section
number

Item
1

Through out
the Plan

Details of the modification

Basis

̇ Implement an alternative approach
to the Natural Heritage System by
deferring the planning policy
framework for the area north and
west of the Niagara Escarpment Plan
Area to the Greenbelt Plan and
detailed implementation policies in
the Local Plans.

̇ Conformity with
the Greenbelt
Plan and
responding to
submissions

̇ Insert “Regional Natural Heritage
Systems” as it pertains to policies
and Map 1
2

21

̇ Provide a statement that the reader
should refer to the PPS for terms that
are used only once in the Plan for the
purpose of achieving conformity
with Provincial Plans and policies

̇ Avoiding
duplication and
potential
discrepancy

3

24.1

̇ Delete reference to providing a table
of re numbering equivalency in the
Appendix

̇ Avoiding
Appendix being
contended as part
of the Plan

4

25

̇ Replace the word “notion” with
“concept”.

̇ Responding to a
submission

5

51 and 71

̇ Add a new designation “Hamlet”
and “Greenbelt Plan Policy Area”.

̇ Conformity with
Greenbelt Plan.

6

51(5) and
139.1(1)

̇ Replace “407” with “Highway 407”

̇ Editorial

7

52

̇ Replace “1A” with “1B”

̇ Clarifying that
boundaries of
Provincial Plans
are not subject to
interpretation by
the Region

8

Table 2

̇ Replace the minimum density
targets for Milton and Halton Hills
of 59 and 36 with 58 and 39,

̇ Corrections
based on review
of data

1

Item

Section
number

Details of the modification

Basis

respectively
̇ Add a footnote to confirm that the
32,200 new housing units represent
40% of new housing occurring in
Halton Region between 2015 and
2031

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

9

72(8) and
85(13)

̇ Replace descriptive words with
“brownfield and greyfield areas”

̇ Editorial

10

72(9)

̇ Add the words “and increased
densities”

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

11

72(10.1)

̇ Add a new objective directing the
location of employment to suitable
areas and protecting such areas

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

12

77(2.2) and
77(2.3)

̇ Clarify that intensification
monitoring can start now but actions
responding to shortfalls will start in
2016

̇ Growth Plan
Conformity

̇ Clarify that measures should not
affect Region’s commitments under
the financial and implementation
plan of infrastructure

̇ Clarification

̇ Add a measure to investigate
incentives to promote intensification

̇ Providing
balance

13

77(5)g)

̇ Replace “maintaining” with
“achieving”

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

14

77(7)a.1)

̇ Modify to reference the need to
maintain at least 10 year supply of
urban lands

̇ Conformity with
PPS

15

77(12)

̇ Reference the use of annual
population and employment
forecasts in preparing the Joint
Infrastructure Staging Plan

̇ Clarification

16

77(15)

̇ Clarify within the financing plan the
role of other public service providers
in the Joint Infrastructure Staging
Plan

̇ Strengthening the
financing plan

17

77(17)

̇ Clarify the Map 5 will be modified

̇ Clarification

̇ Clarify the details needed in the

2

Section
number

Item

Details of the modification
Area Specific Plans
̇ Add a condition that links phasing to
intensification performance

Basis
̇ Clarification
̇ Strengthening
policy

18

77.1(2)

̇ Clarify the role of employment
outside the Employment Areas

̇ Clarification

19

77.4(1)

̇ Add a provision that small scale
institutional uses may be permitted
in Employment Areas under strict
criteria

̇ Responding to
submissions.

20

77.4(4)e)

̇ Add the words “over the long term”

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

21

81.3(1)

̇ Clarify that the 200 jobs and persons
per gross hectare density is for the
entire UGC, not for individual
development applications

̇ Responding to a
submission

22

85(12) and
86(13.1)

̇ Clarify that conversion of certain
lands to Affordable and Assisted
Housing is supported only in
appropriate locations

̇ Responding to
submissions

̇ Clarify that Employment Area site is
not for conversion to housing

̇ Clarification

23

86(14)

̇ Involve the non profit sector in the
provision of Affordable and Assisted
Housing

̇ Clarification

24

86(21)

̇ Clarify the forecasts demand is not
market driven, but demand driven

̇ Clarification

25

91

̇ Add goal to the Agricultural Rural
designation to maintain economic
viability

̇ Responding to
submissions

26

99(1.1) and
99(1.2)

̇ Restore these objectives as a goal for
Agricultural Rural Area

̇ Responding to
submissions

27

99(15)

̇ Delete this objective referring to
Hamlets

̇ Hamlets no
longer part of the
Agricultural
Rural Area.

28

99(17)

̇ Add reference to the Greenbelt Plan

̇ Conformity with

3

Item

Section
number

Details of the modification

Basis
the Greenbelt
Plan.

29

99.1, 101(1.2),
101(1.6)a), 102
through 105,
106(4),
110(7.1)f) and
276

̇ Remove all references to Rural
Clusters

̇ No more Rural
Clusters in the
Plan

30

100(21)c),
117.1(16)c)
and 138(21)c)

̇ Increase the floor area limit for
agriculture related tourism uses
from 250 to 500 sq m.

̇ Responding to
submissions

31

100(21)e)[iii]
and
117.1(16)e)[iii]

̇ Reduce the arable area percentage
requirement for horticultural trade
uses from 80 to 70 per cent.

̇ Responding to
submissions

32

101.1 to 101.8

̇ Referring lands to Greenbelt Plan
Policy Area and Greenbelt Natural
Heritage System

̇ Responding to
submissions

33

102 to 106

̇ Revise to recognize Hamlet being a
designation

̇ Conformity with
the Greenbelt
Plan

̇ Clarify that Hamlets cannot be
expanded

̇ Conformity with
the Greenbelt
Plan

34

103, 105,
106(1) and
106(2)a)

̇ Generalize the reference of
secondary plans to include area
specific plans

̇ Responding to a
submission

35

107(1)

̇ Replace “having regard to” with “be
consistent with”.

̇ Strengthening
policy

36

107(5)

̇ Delete the reference “within the time
frame of the licence” as there are no
such time frames

̇ Responding to
submissions

37

109(5.1)b)

̇ Include natural heritage system as a
potential after use of extraction

̇ Conformity with
PPS

38

110(1)

̇ Add the rationale for protecting
mineral resources areas

̇ Conformity with
PPS

39

110(3),
110(8)c),

̇ Introduce a new definition of
“ADVERSE EFFECT” and align

̇ Conformity with
PPS

4

Item

Section
number

110(8)c),
143(10), 174
and 212.3

Details of the modification

Basis

terms within the Plan to make use of
this definition

40

110(3.1)c)

̇ Replace the words “proposals” with
“proposed plans”

̇ Responding to a
submission

41

110(7.1)d)

̇ Clarify the term “Extraction Areas”

̇ Conformity with
the Greenbelt
Plan

42

110(7.2)
Preamble and
110(7.2)a)

̇ Clarification that “net environmental
gain” approach can be considered
only after demonstration of no
negative impacts under Provincial
Plans and policies

̇ Responding to
submissions.

43

110(7.2)e)

̇ Clarify that rehabilitation should
proceed immediately after extraction

̇ Responding to
submissions

44

110(7.3)

̇ Clarify that the complete application
requirement applies only to the
Planning Act application

̇ Responding to
submissions

45

110(8)

̇ Add the words “or expanded”

̇ Responding to
submissions

46

110(8)c) [iii]
[iv]

̇ Add the term “significant”

̇ Duplicate
reference

̇ Remove the reference “or significant
geological formations”

47

110(9)

̇ Add “Niagara Escarpment
Commission” to the list of agencies
to be coordinated and include
expanded quarries

̇ Responding to a
submission

48

111(1)

̇ Make reference to protecting Mineral
Resources Areas

̇ Conformity with
PPS

49

112(1)

̇ Clarify the basis for the Identified
Mineral Resources on Map 1F

̇ Clarification

̇ Clarify that having a map does not
imply support for licence
applications

̇ Responding to a
submission

̇ Delete the reference regarding
ensuring availability of mineral
resources based on forecasted

̇ Responding to a
submission

50

112(4)

5

Item

Section
number

Details of the modification

Basis

demands
51

114.1

̇ Consolidate and streamline
objectives for the Natural Heritage
System

̇ Conformity with
PPS and
responding to a
submission

52

115.3(1)

̇ To clarify key features on Map 1g

̇ Responding to
submissions

53

117.1(15)

̇ Add a provision to permit essential
watershed management and flood
and erosion control projects
approved in a Local Official Plan

̇ Responding to
submissions

54

118(3.1) and
118(3.2)

̇ Increase the upper threshold for
reduced Environmental Impact
Assessment requirements for
agricultural buildings from 700 to
1000 sq m.

̇ Responding to
submissions

55

118(15)a) and
118(15)b)

̇ Delete the references to Ministry of
Natural Resources because these
functions have been delegated

̇ Responding to a
submission

56

138.1

̇ Modify to exclude the need of an
update of the North Aldershot Inter
Agency Review as a pre condition to
development within the North
Aldershot Policy Area

̇ Responding to
submissions

57

139(5) and
187(10)j)

̇ Replace the reference “Minimum
Distance Separation I and II” with
“Minimum Distance Separation
formulae”

̇ Editorial

58

139.1(1) and
139.1(2)

̇ Replace references of “transitway”
with “higher order transit”

̇ Editorial

̇ Clarify meaning of the last part of
Section 139.1(2)

̇ Clarification

59

139.7(4)

̇ Clarify that before Future Strategic
Employment Areas can be brought
into the urban envelope, efforts must
be made towards intensification

̇ Conformity with
the Growth Plan.

60

139.9 and

̇ Clarify the purpose of Prime
Agriculture Areas Map 1E and Key

̇ Clarification

6

Item

Section
number
139.10

Details of the modification

Basis

Features within Greenbelt and
Regional Natural Heritage Systems
1G

61

145(16)

̇ Replace the word “Protect” with
“Promote the protection of”

̇ Editorial

62

145(23)

̇ Include the need to undertake
hydrogeological and hydrological
studies near sensitive water features,
where appropriate

̇ Responding to a
submission

63

167(4) and
167(6)

̇ Replace the reference
“Archaeological Master Plan” with
“Archaeological Management Plan”

̇ Responding to a
submission

64

169(6)

̇ Add the environment sector as part
of a sustainable economy

̇ Responding to a
submission

65

169(12)

̇ Include local farmers markets in
promoting agricultural industry

̇ Responding to a
submission

66

170(2.1)
[new],
170(5)a) and
206(1.1)[xi]

̇ Introduce the monitoring of
attainment of employment and use it
in developing the Economic
Development Strategic Plan

̇ Strengthening
economic
development
policies

67

170(16)e)

̇ Replace “full season” with “four
season”

̇ Editorial

68

Table 3

̇ Clarify that right of way
requirements for Provincial
highways “vary”.

̇ Responding to a
submission

69

173(19) and
206(1.1)a)[iv]

̇ Replace the reference of “State of
Regional Transportation System”
with report annually on performance
of transportation system

̇ Clarification

70

173(28.1)
[new]

̇ Introduce a new policy describing
the process in implementing the 20%
transit modal split objective

̇ Providing details
on a key objective
of the Plan

71

176(1)a) and
176(1)b)

̇ Replace the references “utility
bodies” and “utilities” with “utility
providers”

̇ Responding to a
submission

72

176(2)d)

̇ Replace the word “standards” with
“guidelines”

̇ Responding to a
submission
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Section
number

Item

Details of the modification

Basis

73

212.2

̇ Introduce a new definition for
“ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PLAN”

̇ Responding to
submissions

74

212.3

̇ Introduce a new definition for
“Adverse Effect”

̇ Responding to
submissions

75

215

̇ Conformity with
̇ Replace the definition for
PPS and
“AGRICULTURE ETC.” with the one
Greenbelt Plan
form PPS
̇ Add the reference of
“AGRICULTURAL USE” at the
beginning of the definition

̇ Responding to a
submission

76

226

̇ Replace the definition for
“DEVELOPMENT” with the one
from the Greenbelt Plan.

̇ Conformity with
PPS and
Greenbelt Plan.

77

252

̇ Add the words “public service
facilities” to the list of infrastructure

̇ Clarification

78

257.1

̇ Introduce a new definition for
“MAJOR OFFICE”

̇ Conformity with
Growth Plan

79

259.1

̇ Introduce a new definition for
“MINIMUM DISTANCE
SEPARATION FORMULAE”

̇ Conformity with
PPS

80

265.1

̇ Replace the word “are” to “have
been”

̇ Responding to a
submission

81

269

̇ Replace “PUBLIC BODY” with
“PUBLIC AGENCY or PUBLIC
BODY”

̇ Clarification

82

276

̇ Rural Cluster definition deleted

̇ Clarification

83

280.1

̇ Introduce a new definition for
“SPECIALTY CROP”

̇ Conformity with
Greenbelt Plan.

84

288

̇ Replace “telegraph and telephone
lines” with “communication or
telecommunication lines”

̇ Responding to a
submission

85

293

̇ Revise the last sentence based on the
PPS definition

̇ Conformity with
PPS

86

Map 1
(Regional

̇ Revise designations and introduce
the new Greenbelt Plan Policy Area

̇ Responding to
submissions

8

Item

Section
number
Structure)

Details of the modification
̇ Introduce Hamlets as a new
designation.
̇ Minor adjustments to certain parts of
the Regional Natural Heritage
System

87

Map 1C
(Future
Strategic
Employment
Areas)

Basis
̇ Responding to
submissions
̇ Responding to
submissions

̇ Remove unnecessary designations

̇ Clarity for the
reader

̇ Add Hamlets

̇ Provide
references

88

Map 1D
(Municipal
Wellhead
Protection
Zones

̇ Add Hamlets and Mineral Resource
Extraction Areas

̇ Provide
references

89

Map 1E
(Prime
Agricultural
Areas)

̇ Remove unnecessary designations

̇ Clarity for the
reader

̇ Add Hamlets

̇ Provide
references

̇ Remove unnecessary designations

̇ Clarity for the
reader

̇ Add Hamlets

̇ Provide
references

̇ Remove unnecessary designations

̇ Clarity for the
reader

̇ Add Hamlets

̇ Provide
references

̇ Minor boundary adjustments to Key
Features

̇ Responding to
submissions

90

91

Map 1F
(Identified
Mineral
Resource
Areas)
Map 1G (Key
Features
within the
Greenbelt and
Regional
Natural
Heritage
Systems)

92

Map 3

̇

̇

93

Map 4

̇

̇

94

Map 5

̇ Remove unnecessary designations

̇ Clarity for the
reader

̇

̇

95

9

Item
96

Section
number

Details of the modification
̇

Basis
̇

10

